1. Introduction. In a paper, published in this Journal [3] , one of the authors has introduced and discussed the class of functions Sp, having \z\ =1 as radius of schlichtness and being of the form/P(z) = z-X^_2 anzn, with the an real and non-negative for w = 2, 3, • • • , N, N^2. All functions of this class map the unit circle into starlike regions [3, Theorem 3] .
Let d* be the shortest distance from w -Q to w=fPieie), 0^0<2w, and do the shortest distance from w = 0 to w=fPir0eie), 0^6<2w, where r0 is the radius of convexity of w=/p(z). Among other things it was proved [3, Theorem 7] that for all/p(z)£Sp we have do/d*^2/3. It was conjectured there that for/p(z)£Sp we actually have d0/d* 3/4, attained by the function/p(z) =z-z2/2ESp.
The class of functions Sp was discussed further and extended by Z. Lewandowski [l ] = U{(n + 2n)r\ -(In/4 + 3n/2 -l/4)r0 + 3n*/4}.
It was shown [4, Lemma 3.4 ] that do/d*>r0, for all functions w = z+^n-2 anzn, regular, schlicht and starlike in the unit circle. This result will, therefore, also hold for fP(z) E Sp, and since, for this class of functions, r0 §E 1/2 [3, Theorem 5] , it is sufficient to prove the conjecture for l/2^r0<3/4. It is, therefore, convenient to set r0 = 3/4 -x, where 0<xál/4, in the expression for g(n). For any particular n, the coefficient of rj}-1 in g(n) becomes h(x) = (n2 + 2n)x2 + (l/4)(n2-6ra-l);c+3/16.
It is clear that h(x)>0 for n = 6. Also, the discriminant of h(x) is A = (l/16)(«4-12n3+22w2-12» + l) = (l/16)(«-l)2(»2-10w + l). Obviously, A<0 for w<10, and since h(0)>0, h(x)>0 for n = 2, 3, 4, 5 also. Therefore, z(w + l)-z(ra)>0 for n -2, 3, 4, • • • and since z(2) ^0, the conjecture is proved.
